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Drawing the Line on Dirty Dialing:
Constitutional Implications of Dial-a-Porn

Regulation
Mr. Watson, come here, I want you.
- Alexander Graham Bell to his assistant. March 10,
1876; the first intelligible words transmitted by telephone. 1
I'm always available . . . to fulfill your every desire and
need. I want you . . . I'm waiting-Call anytime.
- Wendy to any paying caller. August 1988; a few enticing statements transferred via "dial-a-porn. '

Alexander Graham Bell's first telephonic utterance, made in innocence, stands in ironic contrast with its twentieth century offspring. Although Mr. Bell's words were used merely to solicit medical assistance after spilling a scalding substance on his legs, Wendy's
words are used to solicit much more.
The adult message industry, commonly referred to as "dial-aporn,"' is a billion dollar phenomenon' that provides sexual entertainment via telephone.5 For a fee, 6 dial-a-porn customers are provided with their choice of live or pre-recorded sexual messages seasoned with a considerable amount of moans, groans and heavy
breathing. 7 Similar to its 976 counterparts, which include sports
phone, soap operate update and others, dial-a-porn provides information and entertainment at the touch of a dial.' Apart from this basic
similarity, however, adult message services differ considerably from
1. J. BARTLETT, FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS 661 (15th ed. 1980).
2. PENTHOUSE MAG., Aug. 1988, at 133 (Dial-a-porn advertisement).
3. See, e.g., I U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL'S COMM'N ON PORNOGRAPHY, FINAL REPORT 562 (1986) [hereinafter COMMISSION].
4. Nightline: Dial-a-Porn (ABC television broadcast, Dec. 11, 1987) (transcript on file
at Dickinson Law Review Office) [hereinafter Nightline].
5. These messages often stimulate an autoerotic response on the part of the caller. See
Note, Telephone Pornography First Amendment Constraints on Shielding Children from
Dial-a-Porn, 22 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 503, 505 n.8 (1985).
6. See infra note 8.
7. Blanning, Dial-a-Porn Calls Get Busy Signals on the Legal Front, L.A. Times, June
7, 1987, at I, col. 1. These sound effects are provided either on tape or by live "phone jockeys." Id.
8. Currently, the caller-paid dial-it industry is thriving. In 1988, the number of services
increased to 3800. Rudolph, Who Ever Said Talk Was Cheap?, TIME, Sept. 19, 1988, at 44.
Services include information on weather, sports, soap operas, used car prices, stock prices,
concert information, horoscopes and beach conditions. The charges for the telephone services
range from fifty cents to five dollars for the first minute. Id.
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the rest of the dial-it industry.

The complex social ramifications of the dial-a-porn industry
have triggered militant public outrage. Much of the opposition is
based upon the services' easy accessibility to children. 9 Of para-

mount concern are the increasing incidents involving child callers
who, after accessing hours of dial-a-porn messages, engage in telephone-taught sexual exploits with other children. 10 This alarming social problem, coupled with the enormous telephone bills generated as
a result of unbridled child access to the service,'1 has stimulated
broad efforts to regulate the adult message industry.'"

The dial-a-porn industry, however, has confronted regulation attempts in constitutional armor. Asserting that regulation of telephone messages encroaches upon their first amendment right to free
speech,'" the services have continually squared off against those
seeking to protect children from the harmful effects of pornography.
The battle has been waged administratively,' 4 judicially" and legislatively;' 6 yet, the outcome of these skirmishes has been indeterminate. Thus, many of the issues remain largely unresolved and many
of the regulations remain virtually unenforced.
This Comment will address the inherent problems of past and

present dial-a-porn regulation. Specifically, it will identify and analyze confusion over constitutional law in the area of telephone pornography in order to determine the degree of permissible regulation.
Finally, this Comment will advocate a new system whereby dial-aporn messages will be effectively beyond the reach of children but

remain accessible to adults in compliance with applicable constitutional mandates.
9. See Editorial, Good Sense on Dial-a-Porn, Wash. Post, Aug. 19, 1988, at A22.
10. Citizens-for-Decency, Bus. Wire, Apr. 19, 1988. Some experts believe that children
are the primary users of the services. Id. Thus, rising reports of child callers molesting younger
children is not surprising.
1I.
See Blanning, supra note 7, at col. 2. One teen-age boy made $5300 worth of calls
to a sex line in a single month. The charges averaged approximately $300 per day. Id. Commentators have noted: "The telephone in the hands of a child-whether he or she is using the
instrument to satisfy sexual curiosity or call distant area codes for horoscopes, ball scores or
Hollywood movie stars-has the potential to bankrupt a household." Dialing a Wrong Number, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Apr. 24, 1987.
12. See infra notes 91 and 94 and accompanying text.
13. See infra note 36 and accompanying text.
14. Pursuant to legislative mandate, the FCC has promulgated regulations restricting
dial-a-porn. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1987); 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1985); 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1984).
See infra notes 95-154 and accompanying text.
15. See, e.g., Carlin Communications, Inc. v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 827 F.2d
1291 (9th Cir. 1987); Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113 (2d Cir. 1984).
16. See, e.g., Telephone Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. § 223(b) (1988).
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I. Synopsis of the Conflict
A.

The Dial-a-PornIndustry

Since its origin in 1983, the adult telephone message industry
has enjoyed tremendous financial success.17 This profitable business
venture, colloquially termed "dial-a-porn," began as part of the telephone system's Mass Announcement Network Service, which supplies a wide range of information and entertainment services to any
caller capable of dialing a telephone."8 Authorities estimate that

more than 800,000 calls are made daily to dial-a-porn companies in
New York alone.' 9 Thus, dial-a-porn has become a predominant
member of the ever-expanding dial-it family."
Dial-a-porn services entice their callers through a wide array of
newspaper and magazine advertisements that generally depict

women in erotic, sexual positions with captions indicating their
phone sex specialty." These advertisements offer the caller a choice
of either live or pre-recorded sexual messages.22 Live message lines,
accessible only by credit card, typically allow the caller to engage in
a subjective verbal encounter with an actor or actress who is paid to
fulfill a phone fantasy.2 ' In contrast, pre-recorded messages provide
the caller with predetermined sexually explicit messages that are
charged to the patron's monthly telephone bill.2 A single pre-recorded message line can accommodate as many as 50,000 calls per
hour without transmitting a busy signal.25
17. See Citizens-For-Decency,Bus. Wire, Apr. 19, 1988. A reasonable estimate of diala-porn's yearly earnings is 100 million dollars. Id.
18. See Note, supra note 5, at 505.
19. See COMMISSION, supra note 3, at 78.
20. Id. at 564-65. According to Pacific Bell, twenty-seven percent of all 976 calls were
made to dial-a-porn lines. Id.
21. See Comment, First Amendment Constraints on the Regulation of Telephone Pornography, 55 U. CIN. L. REV. 237, 239 (1986) (Specialties include " 'oral, anal, bondage', 'S
& M', and 'free phone sex.' ").
22. See Note, supra note 5, at 505.
23. See COMMISSION, supra note 3, at 563. Generally, callers pay a per minute rate and
the cost is billed to their credit card. The maximum message length is usually 45 minutes. Id.
24. Id. at 563-64. The Attorney General's Commission on Pornography described the
manner in which dial-a-porn revenues are disbursed as follows:
The provider of the message receives a payment from telephone company
revenues calculated according to the local tariff. The telephone company receives
the remainder. In some cities, for example, the cost to the caller is two dollars
with $1.45 going to the provider of the message and fifty five cents to the telephone company.
Id. at 564 (footnotes omitted).
25. Note, supra note 5, at 505.
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Opposition to Unrestricted Transmission

Dial-a-porn services, while continuing to flourish financially,
face vehement opposition. An enormous volume of calls are placed to

adult message lines and increasing numbers of children are accessing

the service without restriction.2 6 In fact, child callers have incurred

telephone bills as high as $6,000 monthly.2 7 However, these devastating financial ramifications are not the primary impetus behind the
growing public opposition to dial-a-porn. Rather, the principal motivation for challenging the operation of dial-a-porn services is the rising incident rate of sexual molestation practiced by child callers

upon innocent younger children. 8
For example, in one highly publicized incident, a twelve-yearold boy forced a four-year-old girl to engage in sexual activity with

him after he listened to seventy-five sex messages.29 A similar inci-

dent occurred when a ten-year-old girl and her thirteen-year-old
brother listened to three continuous hours of dial-a-porn. These chil-

dren, along with other neighborhood children, some of whom also
listened to the messages, subsequently engaged in sexual activity."0
These examples are just two of the many reported instances involv26. 133 CONG. REC. S16,793, 16,796 (daily ed. Dec. 1, 1987). The memorandum of law
supporting the recent congressional ban on dial-a-porn states: "Attorneys representing this industry are admitting that dial-a-porn is openly available to children ...
." Id.
27. See Rudolph, supra note 8, at 44. To ameliorate the impact of financially devastating telephone bills, telephone companies occasionally forgive, on a one-time-only-basis, calls
placed by children. Id.
28. See infra notes 29-33 and accompanying text.
29. As a result of this incident, which occurred in Fremont, California, the four-year-old
victim's father joined forces with the parents of the twelve-year-old boy and initiated a 10
million dollar civil action against both the telephone company and the telephone service that
disseminated the messages. Brian T. v. Pacific Bell, No. CH 128,655-7 (Cal. App. Dep't
Super. Ct. filed Oct., 1987).
30. This incident occurred in Flint, Michigan. The children's mother commented on the
tragedy in a recent interview:
My son had gone up north with some friends and a boy up there had given
him a phone number, and when they came back he had a friend of his . . .
spend the night, and as a joke they called it. And. . . when I got home. . . and
I said . . . "Who are you talking to?" he says, "It's Dial-a-Porn, here, listen."
[He hung up.] And I scolded him out . . . . and I didn't know that his older
brother was in the bedroom and he was listening to it. So the phone conversation
never really ended. And my ten year old daughter. . . had picked up the extension and she started listening. [Mly husband and I . . . we joked about it Dial-a-Porn on the public phone, you know, what could they say, you know?
But
. then two days later, my son's friend raped my daughter, and approximately two days later the same boy and his eleven year old brother raped her
again, and then a fifteen year old boy raped her again . . . after that . . . . And
my son who's thirteen that made the phone call had also had sexual intercourse
with another girl about a week after the phone call.
The Oprah Winfrey Show: Phone Sex & Children (ABC television broadcast, Jan. 6, 1988)
(transcript on file at Dickinson Law Review office) [hereinafter Oprah].

DIAL-A-PORN REGULATION

ing sexual activity between children that occurred following exposure
to dial-a-porn messages."1 Because the problem has generated national public attention,32 concerned parents and citizens have been
able to join forces and mount a substantial challenge to the dial-aporn industry.
Although the American public has been extremely vocal about
protecting children from the harmful effects of telephone pornography, attempts to have the industry regulated or banned have spurred
opposition and controversy." Throughout its heated existence, the
conflict has centered upon the Constitution's first amendment right
to free speech. Many agree that telephone sex messages are offensive; 35 almost all agree that constitutional rights must be protected.
Therefore, the question is twofold: (1) are the sexual messages protected by the first amendment; and, if so, (2) may the dial-a-porn
businesses operate free from regulation when faced with the compelling interest of child welfare?
II. Constitutional Considerations
Advocates of unrestricted dial-a-porn operation argue that
"[s]exuality is a form of expression. Whether it be acceptable or abhorrent in certain circles is not the point; [t]he point is that it is an
expression of speech." 3 Present public opinion, however, indicates
an increasing unwillingness to permit adult message services to oper31. An anti-obscenity group, which is based in Scottsdale, Arizona and referred to as
"Citizens for Decency Through Law" (CDL), has been instrumental in organizing efforts to
restrict dial-a-porn's open dissemination of sex messages to children. See Blodgett, 976 or Nine
Seven Sex?, 74 A.B.A. J.,Apr. 1, 1988, at 30, 31. CDL financed the suit involving the fouryear-old girl and has provided legal assistance in at least four other suits. The complaints
charge the phone services with negligence and intentional infliction of emotional distress as
well as other charges. Id. See also Brian T. v. Pacific Bell, No. CH 128,655-7 (Cal. App.
Dep't Super. Ct. filed Oct. -, 1987).
32. Realizing the strong public outrage regarding the lost innocence of children exposed
to pornography, television broadcasts have attempted to address the complexities of the dial-aporn issue. See, e.g., Nightline, supra note 4; Oprah, supra note 30. 20/20: Sex on the Line
(ABC television broadcast, Oct. 9, 1987) (transcript on file at Dickinson Law Review office)
[hereinafter 20/20].
33. Commenting on the recent ban of dial-a-porn, CDL's president and national director
noted that legislative approval "clearly reflect[sJ that this is where the American people draw
the line." Citizens-for-Decency, Bus. Wire, Apr. 19, 1988.
34. See infra notes 91-94 and accompanying text.
35. The objection to the messages was effectively stated by a leading CDL attorney:
"These messages talk about sex between father and daughter, enema sex, urinary sex, bestiality, sex with fire pokers, you name it . . . . It's very damaging to children." Blodgett, supra
note 31, at 30.
36. 20/20, supra note 32 (interview with Gloria Leonard, publisher of High Society
Magazine).
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ate at the expense of child innocence and welfare."7 This opposition
recently resulted in a new federal law that completely bans interstate
dissemination of sexually obscene and indecent dial-a-porn
messages.38 The ban was immediately challenged,3 9 based principally
upon the first amendment right to free speech. 4 Thus, before assessing the impact of such a statute upon the future of the dial-a-porn
industry, it is necessary to analyze the constitutional implications of
regulating sexual speech.
A.

Application of ConstitutionalStandards to Obscene or Indecent

Speech
A constitutional analysis of sexual speech requires that basic
terms be defined. In the constitutional context, the terms pornography, obscenity and indecency may not necessarily be used interchangeably. Pornography is a broad term encompassing both obscene and indecent erotic material. 4 ' As subsets of pornography,
obscenity and indecency have been judicially distinguished for the
purpose of constitutionally reviewing restriction and regulation of

pornography.42 In many instances, this distinction is the critical fac-

tor upon which the constitutional permissibility of regulation is
decided.
1. Obscene Speech and the First Amendment: An Unprotected
Area.-It is well established that obscenity falls outside of the communication interests protected by the first amendment."3 Consequently, obscenity may be regulated or prohibited in the wake of a
compelling interest." Thus, identifying language as obscene often facilitates constitutional regulation of sexually explicit speech. The
37. See, e.g,. Dial-a-porn Foes to Fight Attempts to Weaken Ban, L.A. Times, Apr. 19,
1988, at 28, col. 5. See also 133 CONG. REC. S16,793, 16,794 (daily ed. Dec. 1, 1987) (Senator Helms stated that "the dial-a-porn industry has flourished and children all over this country in particular, and American society in general are the losers. I think it's time . . . to say
forcibly and emphatically, enough is enough.").
38. Telephone Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. § 223(b) (1988). See infra note 164 and accompanying text.
39. See infra notes 178-91 and accompanying text.
40. The first amendment to the United States Constitution provides: "Congress shall
make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech ....
" U.S. CONST. amend. I.
41. See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 18-19 n.2. (1973).
42. See FCC v. Pacifica Found., 438 U.S. 726 (1978). See also Carlin Communications,
Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546, 555-61 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
43. See Miller, 413 U.S. at 23.
44. See id. at 23-4; see also Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957); Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
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United States Supreme Court, in Miller v. California," set forth the
requisite standard by which obscenity is identified. The Court in
Miller stated:
The basic guidelines for the trier of fact must be: (a)
whether "the average person, applying contemporary community
standards" would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals
to be the prurient interest . . .; (b) whether the work depicts or
describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically

defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work,
taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value."'

Although interpretations of the Miller elements lack judicial
uniformity,"7 courts are more willing to find that the Miller elements
have been satisfied when the compelling interest is child welfare.' 8
For example, the United States Supreme Court has specifically recognized the state's legitimate interest in "prohibiting dissemination
or exhibition of obscene material when the mode of dissemination
carries with it a significant danger of offending the sensibilities of
unwilling recipients or of exposure to juveniles."' 9
2. Indecent Speech and the First Amendment: An Unsettled
Area.-Unlike obscenity regulation, the constitutional course of indecent speech regulation is largely unchartered. In FCC v. Pacifica
Foundation,0 the United States Supreme Court upheld the regulation of indecent speech in the context of radio broadcasting.5 1 In
reaching its decision, the court in Pacifica defined indecency as
"nonconformance with accepted standards of morality." 52 While the
45. 413 U.S. 15 (1973).
46. Id. at 24.
47. See Comment, What Films May We Watch: Videotape Distribution and the First
Amendment, 136 U. PA. L. REv. 1263, 1266 n.19 (1988).
48. Id. at 1266-68.
49. Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 18-19 (1973); see also Ginsburg v. New York,
390 U.S. 629, 637 (1968); Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 169 (1944). Despite the
judiciary's propensity to protect children from obscenity, enforcing obscenity law, particularly
at the federal level, may be problematic. See Comment, supra note 47, at 1266. n.19 (quoting
Pope v. Illinois, 107 S. Ct. 1918, 1923 (1987) (Scalia, J., concurring) ("[lit is quite impossible
to come to an objective assessment of [at least] literary or artistic value, there being many
accomplished people who have found literature in Dada, and art in the replication of a soup
can . . . .All of today's opinions, I suggest, display the need for reexamination of Miller.").
50. 438 U.S. 726 (1978).
51. Id. In Pacifica, the Court enforced a federal statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1464, prohibiting
the dissemination of "obscene, indecent or profane language by means of radio communication," against the broadcast of a George Carlin monologue using "seven dirty words" deemed
by the FCC to be indecent but not obscene. Id.
52. Id. at 740. In the context of radio broadcasts, the FCC defines indecent as "lan-
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Miller obscenity standard"3 is uniformly applied to most communications media, the extent to which the Pacifica indecency standard ap-

plies in this area is unclear. 4 The courts recognize that the first
amendment protects indecent speech and are reluctant to extend the
5
Pacifica standard beyond the broadcast context. 6
A comparison of broadcasting regulation with unsuccessful
cable television regulation attempts reveals hat indecent speech may
not be easily regulated. Several courts have held that because cable
patrons actively subscribe to the service, adult access to indecent
speech disseminated via cable may not be restricted to prevent child
access.6" Because of the subscription feature of cable, the Pacifica
reasoning that the individual's right of privacy in the home "plainly
outweighs the first amendment rights of an intruder," 57 can be dis-

tinguished. For this reason, some courts hold Pacifica to be inapplicable to regulation of cable television,5 8
The cable industry is not the only media form that may escape

indecent communication restriction.

9

However, the uncertainty in

categorizing different modes of communication suggests that the present state of the law is in need of further definition.
3.

Obscene and Indecent Dial-a-Porn Conversations.-Before

considering the fate of indecent dial-a-porn messages, an analysis of
the inherent difficulty in distinguishing obscenity from indecency in
this area is necessary. The Miller obscenity test 0 may not be a sufficient tool for detecting obscene dial-a-porn messages. First, the
Miller "contemporary community standards" criterion61 may be difficult to apply on a national level. What is considered obscene in
guage that desc-ibes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary community
standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities and organs, at times of the
day when there is reasonable risk that children may be in the audience." In re Citizen's Complaint Against Pacific Found., 56 F.C.C.2d 94, 98 (1975).
53. See supra note 46 and accompanying text.
54. See, e.g., Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546, 560 (2d Cir. 1988),
cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988); Cruz v. Ferre, 755 F.2d 1415, 1420 (11th Cir. 1985).
55. See, e.g., Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
56. See, e.g., Cruz, 755 F.2d at 1420 see generally Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567
F.2d 9, 48 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977).
57. FCC v. Pacifica Found., 438 U.S. 726, 748 (1978).
58. See supra note 54.
59. See Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60 (1983). In Bolger, the Court
invalidated a statute that purported to prohibit the unsolicited mailing of birth control advertisements. Although proponents of the statute argued that such regulation would protect young
children from the harmful effects of exposure to sexually oriented material, the Court distinguished Pacifica and held that because the receipt of mail was more "controllable" than
broadcasting the regulation was unconstitutional. Id. at 71-75.
60. See supra note 46 and accompanying text.
61. See supra note 46 and accompanying text.
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some communities may not be considered obscene in others.62 Because a national obscenity standard is required for analyzing interstate dial-a-porn messages, it may be difficult to adequately deter-

mine what is obscene for the nation.63 Subsequently, an excessively
stringent or lenient standard may be inappropriately applied.
Next, the criterion requiring that the work, viewed as a whole,

must "lack serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value"",
presents similar difficulty in application. Although a particular message contains obscenity, it may circumvent restriction if a small portion of the message has redeeming value. 65 Thus, analyzing the content of dial-a-porn messages to determine whether they are obscene
may be problematic.66
Regulation of indecent messages poses even greater complexity

in the dial-a-porn area. Although those in favor of regulating sexually indecent telephone messages continue to rely on Pacifica,67 advocates of unregulated dial-a-porn operation argue that Pacifica

presents a narrow holding, which is applicable only to the radio
broadcast industry.66 This position was supported by the recent decision of the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC.66 In Carlin, the court likened dial-a-porn
to cable television and reasoned that "telephone calls made by an

individual over a private line differ significantly from the public
broadcast in Pacifica.' '7 0 Consequently, the court in Carlin rejected
Pacifica as a basis for regulation of indecent dial-a-porn messages.
If such rejection becomes the accepted norm for indecent telephone
62. See supra note 49 and accompanying text.
63. One commentator stated that "the 'contemporary community standards' criteria
seemingly precludes the implementation of a national obscenity standard, as community standards may differ significantly in different parts of the country." Reimer, Obscenity: A Legal
Primer, CONG. REs. SERV., Sept. 11, 1985, at 5.
64. See supra note 46 and accompanying text.
65. Reimer, supra note 63, at 4-5.
66. There are a substantial number of dial-a-porn messages that would most likely be
considered obscene in any community. See In re Audio Enters., No. ENF-88-04 (F.C.C. 88159 July 6, 1988) (WESTLAW, FCOM-FCC database), at 31. In Audio Enters., the Federal
Communications Commission fined a dial-a-porn service for disseminating obscene messages.
After identifying the content of the obscene messages, the Commission states that the "descriptions are highly vulgar and degrading and appear to us to be patently offensive and to go
well beyond what an average adult person in any community would consider to be portrayals
of sexual conduct worthy of protection." Id.
67. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
68. See Brief for Petitioner at 35, Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 787 F.2d 846
(2d Cir. 1986).
69. 837 F.2d 546, 559-60 (2d Cir. 1988).
70. Id. at 560.
71. Id.
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messages, regulation attempts may be futile.7 2
B. Adults, Minors and the First Amendment
In the seminal case of Butler v. Michigan,"' the United States
Supreme Court refused to "reduce the adult population. . . to reading only what is fit for children. ' 7 The reluctance to dilute an adult
individual's freedom to encounter numerous forms of speech appears
as a recurring theme whenever attempts are made to regulate communication.7 5 Consequently, judicial concern for protecting adult
speech will be a relevant factor in devising appropriate dial-a-porn
76
regulation.
1. Adult Access to Dial-a-PornMessages.-Although obscenity falls outside the realm of first amendment protection, 77 the Supreme Court has protected an individual's right to possess obscene
material in the privacy of the home. 78 In Stanley v. Georgia,79 the
Court found that only in very limited circumstances may a government intrude into the privacy of one's home in order to curtail access
to information and ideas.8 0 The Court held that Stanley had a right
to possess obscene material in his home and reasoned that he was
exercising rights that are fundamental to a free society and stated:
He is asserting the right to read or observe what he
pleases-the right to satisfy his intellectual and emotional needs
in the privacy of his own home. He is asserting the right to be
free from state inquiry into the contents of his library ....
Whatever may be the justifications for other statutes regulating
obscenity, we do not think they reach into the privacy of one's
home. If the First Amendment means anything, it means the
State has no business telling a man, sitting alone in his own
72. In Fabulous Assoc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm'n, 693 F. Supp. 332 (E.D. Pa.
1988), the District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania followed the Carlin reasoning and invalidated a Pennsylvania statute regulating indecent telephone messages. The case is
currently on appeal to the court of appeals for the Third Circuit on the basis of Pacifica.
Fabulous Assoc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm'n, 693 F. Supp. 332 (E.D. Pa. 1988), appeal docketed, No. 88- (3rd Cir. 1988).
73. 352 U.S. 380 (1957).
74.

Id. at 383.

75. In Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 74 (1983), the Court held that
"[t]he level of discourse reaching a mailbox simply cannot be limited to that which would be
suitable for a sandbox."
76. See supra notes 67-72 and accompanying text.
77. See supra notes 43-44 and accompanying text.
78. See Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969).
79.

Id.

80. Id. at 564.
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house, what books he may read or what films he may watch.81

Additionally, the Court noted that it is not the province of the state
to protect an individual's mind from the effects of obscenity.82
The extent to which Stanley applies to adult access to dial-aporn messages is uncertain. Commentators have suggested that the
dial-a-porn issue is distinguishable from the situation in Stanley because the service has no privacy interest in pre-recorded messages. 83
Thus, Stanley may only protect the adult individual who places the
call while in the privacy of his or her own home. Conversely, the
services, which operate outside the sanctity of the home, may be
prosecuted if regulations are in force."'
Unlike access to obscene speech, adults' access to indecent
speech is protected under the first amendment.8 5 Thus, restriction in
this area is generally not permitted. The extent to which indecent
telephone messages are constitutionally insulated from regulation,
however, may not be determined without first addressing child access
to indecent messages. This factor may have substantial bearing upon
attempts to regulate the industry.
2. Child Access to Dial-a-Porn Messages.-Unlike adult access, a minor's access to indecent speech may be regulated.86 In
Ginsberg v. New York,87 the United States Supreme Court held that
"material which is protected for distribution to adults is not necessa-

rily constitutionally protected from restriction upon its dissemination
to children." 88 Upholding a statute prohibiting the sale of sexually
explicit magazines to anyone under seventeen, the Court in Ginsberg
identified obscenity as a varying standard.8 9 Essentially, Ginsberg requires that a separate standard, applicable to children, be considered
even when the material in question is constitutionally protected for
adults."'
81. Id. at 565.
82. Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 566 (1969).
83. Note, supra note 5, at 518. At least one commentator has stated that "[tihe receiving end of a dial-a-porn telephone call is a tape-playing machine available to thousands of
callers per hour. This service appears to be the functional equivalent of a movie theater ....
The Court has found, however, the movie theaters and private homes do not warrant similar
treatment." Id.
84. See infra note 191 and accompanying text.
85. See, e.g., Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 169-70 (1944).
86. See Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629 (1968).
87. Id.
88. Id. at 63 (quoting Bookcase, Inc. v. Broderick, 18 N.Y.2d 71, 75, 218 N.E.2d 668,
671, 271 N.Y.S.2d 947, 952).
89. Id. at 635.
90. See FCC v. Pacifica Found., 438 U.S. 726 (1978); see also Bethel School District
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The extent to which dial-a-porn messages may be regulated to

accommodate increasing numbers of child callers has not been definitively determined. Whether regulation will be permitted under a
Ginsberg analysis or prohibited under the Butler standard remains
undecided.

III.

Federal Regulation of Dial-a-Porn
The dial-a-porn industry has not escaped attempts at federal

regulation.9" Responding to unrestricted sexual message dissemina-

tion and its impact on child welfare, Congress, alone and in conjunction with the FCC, has made repeated efforts to obstruct open access
to dial-a-porn services."" Regulation efforts have met varying fates,
however, when posed against the first amendment right to free

speech.9" Congress' most recent and stringent regulation,9" a com-

plete ban on dial-a-porn, is presently facing constitutional scrutiny.
Although the judiciary has not yet conclusively determined the stat-

ute's constitutionality, several recent cases suggest the probable outcome of such an examination.
A.

Previous Regulation Attempts: The Carlin Trilogy

Congress' first attempt to regulate dial-a-porn services at the
federal level came in 1983. Responding to the large number of children placing calls to adult message services,95 Congress amended the
Communications Act of 1934 to prohibit commercial services from
disseminating obscene or indecent telephone messages to anyone
under the age of eighteen. 96 The provision, 47 U.S.C. section 223(b),
No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986) (school district constitutionally prohibited indecent
speech when the audience was comprised of both children and adults).
91. In addition to federal regulation, several states have enacted statutes restricting the
intrastate dissemination of dial-a-porn messages by telephone communication. See, e.g., 66 PA.
CONS. STAT. ANN. § 2905 (Purdon 1988); MICH. CoMP. LAWS § 484.11 ](a) (1986); GA. CODE
ANN. § 46-5-22 (1985). FCC regulation of interstate messages does not preempt state regulation of intrastate communications. National Teleinformation Network, Inc. v. Michigan Pub.
Serv. Comm'n, Current Transfer Binder Util. L. Rep. (CCH) t 64,621 (W.D. Mich. May 31,
1988). Federal constitutional principles will guide states in devising schemes to regulate dial-aporn messages. See, e.g., Fabulous Assoc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm'n, 693 F. Supp.
332 (E.D. Pa. 1988).
92. See infra notes 95-99 and accompanying text.
93. See, e.g., Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546 (2d Cir. 1988), cert.
denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988); Carlin Communications, Inc. v. Mountain States Tel. and Tel.
Co., 827 F.2d 1291 (9th Cir. 1987).
94. See infra note 164 and accompanying text.
95. Authorities estimate that as many as 12 million children access dial-a-porn messages
each year. Middleton, Congress to Dial-a-Porc Hang Up, 10 NAT'L L.J., May 2, 1988, at 3.
96. 47 U.S.C. § 223(b) (1983) provided, in part, as follows:
(I) Whoever knowingly-
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also provided a defense to prosecution under the statute when the

defendant restricted child access in compliance with FCC regulations. 97 In response to this statutory mandate, the FCC promulgated
a series of regulations.9" Each of the regulations were subjected to a
constitutional challenge by Carlin Communications, Inc., the largest
"dial-it" service in the country.99
1. Carlin I.-Immediately

after Congress adopted section

233(b) of the Communications Act, the FCC promulgated its first
set of regulations.

00

These regulations made it a defense to prosecu-

tion under section 223(b) if the service either operated between the
hours of 9:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. or required payment by credit
card. 101 Subsequently, Carlin Communications brought suit to challenge the regulations and the underlying statute.'

Addressing Carlin's claim, the Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit set aside the regulations stating that time restriction was not
(A) in the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, by means of telephone, makes (directly or by recording device)
any obscene or indecent communication for commercial purposes to any
person under eighteen years of age or to any other person without that
person's consent, regardless of whether the maker of such communication
placed the call; or
(B) permits any telephone facility under such person's control to be
used for an activity prohibited by subparagraph (A), shall be fined not
more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.
(2) It is a defense to a prosecution under this subsection that the defendant
restricted access to the prohibited communication to persons eighteen years of
age or older in accordance with procedures which the Commission shall prescribe by regulation.
(3) In addition to the penalties under paragraph (I),
whoever, in the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, intentionally violates paragraph (1)(A) or (I)(B) shall be subject to a fine
of not more than $50,000 for each violation. For purposes of this paragraph,
each day of violation shall constitute a separate violation.
(4)(A) In addition to the penalties under paragraphs (1) and (3), whoever,
in the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, violates
paragraph (1)(A) or (1)(B) shall be subject to a civil fine of not more than
$50,000 for each violation. For purposes of this paragraph, each day of violation
shall constitute a separate violation.
47 U.S.C. § 223(b)(2).
97. There were no existing regulations when the amendment was adopted. Consequently,
the Justice Department recognized that the statute would not be enforceable until the Federal
Communications Commission promulgated viable regulations. Carlin Communications, Inc. v.
FCC, 749 F.2d 113, 118 (2d Cir. 1984).
98. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1987); 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1985); 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1984).
99. See Comment, supra note 21, at 238. Carlin's information lines are accessible nationwide to both local and long distance callers. Approximately 200 million calls were made to
Carlin's dial-a-porn lines in a single year. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113,
114 (2d Cir. 1984).
100. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1984).
101. Id.
102. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113 (2d Cir. 1984).
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a viable means by which dial-a-porn could be regulated.1 03 In reaching its determination, the court considered whether the regulations
"precisely further[ed] a compelling governmental interest."10 4 The
court reasoned that time restriction denies access to adults yet leaves
the lines unrestricted, allowing access by children in the remaining
hours.' Thus, the court concluded that the regulations were not tailored to accomplish the state's interest in protecting children.1 06
The court also noted that there may be less restrictive alternatives to time regulation."0 The court suggested that the FCC address options including blocking or screening schemes and access
codes. 10 8 Although the court recognized that these options may be
problematic technologically, 0 9 financially," 0 and practically,"' it
held that further inquiry was warranted." 2
Because the regulations were struck down, the court did not address the facial validity of the underlying statute. The court, however, did reject FCC v. Pacifica Foundation"' as controlling precedent in the area of telephone communication." 4 Thus, the court did
not determine the constitutionality of indecent speech regulation." 5
The court noted that Butler v. Michigan"' was intolerant of regulations that deprive adults of access to material in order to protect
children" 7 and also recognized that great care is required in regulat103. Id. at 120.
104. Id. at 121.
105. Id.
106. Id. The court firmly recognized the state's compelling interest in protecting children from salacious matter. The court also recognized that "(tihe Government bears the heavy
burden of demonstrating that the compelling state interest could not be served by restrictions
that are less intrusive on protected forms of expression." Id.
107. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113, 122-23 (2d Cir. 1984).
108. Id.
109. Blocking devices are unable to separate dial-a-porn lines from other dial-it lines
that share the same prefix. Id. at 122 n.14. Thus, in order to block dial-a-porn messages,
access to constitutionally protected messages, including sports or weather lines, would also be
obstructed. In re Enforcement of Prohibitions Against the Use of Common Carriers for the
Transmission of Obscene Material, FCC Release No. 85-971, at 2-5 (May 13, 1985) (comments of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission).
110. Conflict often arises over who should bear the cost of restrictive devices.
I ll. The court recognized that access codes might be unduly burdensome on adults who
would be forced to apply for identification numbers. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749
F.2d 113, 123 (2d Cir. 1984).
112. Id.
113. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
114. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113, 120 (2d Cir. 1984).
115. The court did not recognize that Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629 (1968),
permitted less restrictive constitutional limits on legislation geared toward dissemination of
material protected as to adults but objectionable as to children.
116. 352 U.S. 380 (1957).
117. Carlin, 749 F.2d at 120.
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ing even obscene speech.11 8
Carlin I foreshadowed the stringent constitutional threshold facing dial-a-porn regulations. The holding in Carlin I displayed judi-

cial reluctance to sacrifice first amendment rights even in the interest
of child protection. Consequently, dial-a-porn services operated
freely until the advent of new regulations.
2.

Carlin

.- In October of 1985, the FCC issued new regu-

lations to comply with the congressional mandate of section
233(b).1 19 Under the new regulations, dial-a-porn services could only
disseminate messages to adults who first obtained an access code or,

alternatively, offered a credit card number in payment. 1 0 This system required that an access code be issued upon written application

and permitted message dissemination only upon the patron's communication of a valid identification number.1 2'
Once again, Carlin Communications, Inc. challenged the regulations and the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit was again
faced with determining the constitutionality of the FCC's proposed

restriction. 2 ' The court in Carlin I invalidated the access code restriction and remanded the case to the FCC for further consideration
of a blocking alternative. 2 3 Holding that the access code system
would be technologically infeasible for New York services and would
cause the service's demise, 2 4 the court refused to force compliance

with the regulation. 28
Adhering to the constitutional standard set forth in Carlin I, the

court held that the FCC again failed to provide the least restrictive
means by which to regulate dial-a-porn in the New York area. "
The court did not rule on the constitutionality of the access code

requirement if such a system would be technologically feasible, but
118. In Carlin, the court reasoned that "regulatory schemes, designed to regulate obscene materials must be 'carefully limited' because of the 'inherent dangers of undertaking to
regulate any form of expression.'" Id. at 119 (quoting Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15
(1973)).
119. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1985).
120. Id.
121. Id. Each message provider would be forced to develop its own implementation
scheme and generate its own data base for deciphering the validity of the code numbers. See
Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 787 F.2d 846 (2d Cir. 1986).
122. Id.
123. Id. at 856. The court confined its holding to the New York Telephone System's
Mass Announcement Service because it operated through a one way distribution system. The
proposed access code requirement was only compatible with two-way access systems. Id.
124. Id. at 848.
125. Id.
126. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 787 F.2d 846, 848 (2d Cir. 1986).
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noted that the system "may very effectively prevent minors from ac-

cessing dial-a-porn."''2

The court also recognized, however, that an

access code requirement could induce a "chilling effect" on the free-

dom of expression by virtue of a written application procedure.1 28 As
in Carlin I, the court did not address the constitutionality of the underlying statute after invalidating the regulations.

3. Carlin II.-The FCC promulgated its third set of regulations in October of 1987.129 After considering the feasibility of various alternatives,1 30 the FCC chose to revive the access code system

rejected in Carlin II.' 1' In addition, however, the FCC offered an
alternative system that would require the messages to be scrambled

and unintelligible unless adult customers purchased and utilized a
descrambling device. "' The new regulations also preserved the credit

card access option but added a provision that all calls to dial-a-porn
services be labelled as such on telephone billing notices. " '

In April of 1988, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
upheld the validity of these regulations after yet another challenge

by Carlin Communications.1 ' Reiterating the strict constitutional
127. Id. at 856 n.7.
128. Id.
129. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201 (1987). The new regulations provided a defense to prosecution
under § 223(b) when the service:
(a) Requires payment by credit card before transmission of the message; or
(b) Requires an authorized access or identification code before transmission
of the message, and where the defendant has:
(I) Issues the code by mailing it to the applicant after reasonably
ascertaining through receipt of written application that the applicant is
not under eighteen years of age; and
(2) Established a procedure to cancel immediately the code of any
person upon written, telephonic or other notice to the defendant's business
office that such code has been lost, stolen, or used by a person or persons
under the age of eighteen, or that such code is no longer desire; or
(c) Scrambles the message using frequency inversion techniques so that it is
unintelligible and incomprehensible to the calling party without use of a
descrambler by the calling party; and
(d) Where the defendant is a message sponsor to mass announcement services tariffed at this Commission and such defendant prior to the transmission of
the message has requested in writing to the carrier providing the public announcement service that calls to his message service be subject to billing notification as an adult telephone message service.
130. For an extensive explanation of the FCC's investigation, see In re Enforcement of
Prohibitions Against the Use of Common Carriers for the Transmission of Obscene Material,
FCC Release No. 83-939 (May 4, 1986).
131. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201(b). See supra note 119-28 and accompanying text.
132. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201(c) (1987).
133. 47 C.F.R. § 64.201(d) (1987).
134. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied,
109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
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scrutiny mandated when adult access to dial-a-porn is restricted, the
court analyzed the multiple choice regulations and held that access
was sufficiently limited by the least restrictive means.135 Further, the
court found that the New York Telephone System could now accommodate an access code system because of the large revenues generated from its adult message services.13 6
Additionally, in upholding the access code requirement, the
court rejected Carlin's argument that forcing callers to apply in writing would cause adult callers to fear discovery of their identities
thereby imposing a "chilling effect" on adults' first amendment right
to receive sexually explicit telephone messages.1 7 The court reasoned that "disclosure would only be to private interests who have

invited callers to enter into a voluntary commercial transaction,"
and, therefore, would not unduly infringe on adults' rights."'
The court found that inexpensive portable and non-portable
scrambling devices could be purchased from the service without undue burden to patrons.1 3 9 Portable devices could be applied to any
telephone, including payphones, enabling adults to access the service
from anywhere.140 Due to the flexibility of such a device, the court
held that adults would not be unreasonably restricted from exercis-

ing their right to access dial-a-porn. 1'4 1 In addition, the court noted
that dial-a-porn services might actually benefit from the sale of
descramblers "as an added business opportunity."' 4 2
Because the proposed regulations were determined to be consti-

tutionally valid, the court, for the first time, addressed the constitutionality of the underlying statute. 48 The court found that the indecency standard set forth in FCC v. Pacifica Foundation" ' "[did] not
justify the regulation of indecent telephone messages. '"145 Conse135. Id. at 556.
136. Id. at 555-56. The court noted that access code implementation would involve a one
time expense of up to $73,000 and monthly charges of up to $12,000 for the service. Id.
137. Id. at 557.
138. Id. Furthermore, calling live services also requires patrons to disclose their identities through credit card payment. Considering the success of the live service, it is difficult to
argue that anonymity is required for a dial-a-porn business to successfully operate.
139. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546, 556 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
140. Id. The portable device is battery operated and functions when held against the
earpiece of the receiver. Id.
141. Id. The court concluded that imposing the cost of a descrambler upon the caller
was a reasonable restriction. The court stated: "Fifteen dollars does not seem like an excessive
cost when one considers prices for other forms of entertainment in this day and age." Id.
142. Id.
143. Id. at 557.61.
144. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
145. Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546, 560 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. de-
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quently, the court narrowed the scope of 47 U.S.C. section 223(b) 4 6
to apply only to legally obscene messages as defined by Miller v.
4 7
California.
In reaching this determination, the court analogized dial-a-porn
to other communication mediums, in which only obscene and not indecent material may be constitutionally proscribed. 4 8 These areas
include transmission of sexually explicit material through the mail "9
and dissemination of objectionable programming through cable television.' 50 These areas were distinguished from the broadcasting
sphere because the recipient of the communication was not uncontrollably subjected to objectionable material.' 5 ' Finding dial-a-porn
message dissemination to be sufficiently analogous to cable, 52 the
court similarly distinguished the service from the broadcast media. 5 3
As a result, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit upheld section 223(b) as a constitutional restriction of obscene message
dissemination. 54
4. The Impact of Carlin III.-Although Carlin lIP 55 is controlling only in the Second Circuit, the decision provided the first
comprehensive constitutional evaluation of the FCC's third set of
regulations. 5 6 The impact of Carlin III became evident in mid-1988
when two adult message services were fined a total of 1.2 million
dollars for disseminating sexually explicit messages without restrictnied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
146. See supra note 96.
147. Carlin Communications, 837 F.2d at 560. See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 24
(1973). See supra note 46 and accompanying text.
148. Carlin Communications, 837 F.2d at 549.
149. Id. at 560. The court cited Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60
(1983). See supra note 59.
150. Carlin Communications, 837 F.2d at 560. The court cited Cruz v. Ferre, 755 F.2d
1415 (11th Cir. 1985). The Supreme Court has summarily affirmed the application of the
Miller obscenity standard rather than the Pacifica indecency standard in the area of cable
television. Jones v. Wilkinson, 800 F.2d 989 (10th Cir. 1986), affd 480 U.S. 926 (1987).
151. Carlin Communications, 837 F.2d at 560.
152. Id.
153. Id.
154. The court tersely addressed the problems associated with interpreting the "local
community standards" element of the Miller obscenity test on a national scale. The court
noted that "[w]hile we are sympathetic with the argument that providers, to avoid liability,
may be forced to comply with the most stringent local obscenity standard, that is a matter for
resolution only if and when the statute is challenged as applied." Id. at 561.
155. See supra notes 130-53 and accompanying text.
156. See supra note 129. Carlin III may be particularly influential because many dial-aporn services operate within the jurisdiction of the Second Circuit. Reimer, Regulation of
Sexually Explicit Commercial Telephone Conversations, CONG. RES. SERV., Feb. 10, 1988, at
27-28.
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ing child access.157 The FCC determined that the messages at issue
were "well beyond what an average adult person in any community
would consider to be portrayals of sexual conduct worthy of protec-

tion." '58 Thus, the first effective enforcement of section 223(b) was
executed pursuant to the most recent FCC regulations.
Despite the guidance of Carlin III, many issues remain un-

resolved. For example, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
did not discuss what, if any, influence Ginsberg v. New York' "
would have on efforts to restrict indecent dial-a-porn message dis-

semination to minors. In addition, the question of whether
Pacifica"' should govern dial-a-porn is still being debated.1 61 Finally, because Carlin III is not binding in all jurisdictions, courts
have inconsistently approached these issues.1" 2
B.

Recent Developments: The Telephone Decency Act

Congress did not feel constrained by Carlin IIls holding that
indecent dial-a-porn messages cannot be regulated. Just as the first
fines were being imposed under section 223(b), 113 Congress replaced
the existing provision with a complete ban on all obscene and indecent messages disseminated for commercial purposes via interstate
telephone. 6 4 The amendment, introduced by Senator Jesse Helms,
157. In re Audio Enters., No. ENF-88-04 (F.C.C. 88-159 July 6, 1988) (WESTLAW,
FCOM-FCC database); In re lntercambio, Inc., No. ENF-88-03 (F.C.C. Aug. 4, 1988)
(LEXIS, Genfed library, FCC file); see also supra note 66. Commenting on the decisions, an
FCC commissioner stated: "This is the ultimate in sleazy and it deserves the ultimate penalty
we can prescribe . . . .It is tough enough for me to make such a decision, because I am a first
amendment man. But this is utterly repulsive, and they need to know we mean business."
Nash, 1.2 Million in Fines for Sex Messages, N.Y. Times, Apr. 22, 1988, § A, at 12, col. 1.
158, Audio Enters., Inc., No. ENF-88-04, slip op. at 31 (emphasis supplied).
159. See supra notes 87-90 and accompanying text.
160. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
161. See infra notes 179-86 and accompanying text.
162. Compare Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 749 F.2d 113 (2d Cir. 1984) with
Fabulous Assoc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm'n, 693 F. Supp. 332 (E.D. Pa. 1988).
163. See supra notes 157-58 and accompanying text.
164. 47 U.S.C. § 223(b) (1988). The provision now provides:
(1) Whoever knowingly(A) in the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, by means of telephone, makes
(directly or by recording device) any obscene or indecent communication for commercial purposes to any person, regardless of whether the
maker of such communication placed the call; or
(B) permits any telephone facility under such person's control to be
used for an activity prohibited by subparagraph (A), shall be fined not
more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than six months or both.
(2) In addition to the penalties under paragraph (1), whoever, in the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, intentionally violates paragraph (1)(A) or (1)(B) shall be subject to a fine of not more than
$50,000 for each violation. For purposes of this paragraph, each day of violation
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was appended to an extensive education bill and was passed almost
unanimously by both the Senate and the House before being signed
into law.1 65 The ban does not distinguish between live and
pre-re1 66
corded services and applies to all callers regardless of age.

In late August of 1988, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor affirmed
an injunction based on the provision's enforcement against indecent
message dissemination pending full review of the statute. 6 ' Justice

O'Connor denied a preliminary injunction and allowed the FCC to
begin enforcement against obscene message transmission,168 pending
final determination on the merits.1 69
1. Legislative Policy Behind the Telephone Decency
Act.-The Telephone Decency Act appears to defy judicial prece-

dent in the area of dial-a-porn regulation17 0 by definitively terminating the operation of dial-a-porn services over interstate telephone

lines. Widespread noncompliance with FCC regulations, in concert
with constitutional confusion over regulation attempts, caused Congress to attempt to cure the illness rather than treat its symptoms.
shall constitute a separate violation.
(3) In addition to the penalties under paragraphs (1) and (2), whoever, in
the District of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communication, violates paragraph (1)(A) or (1)(B) shall be subject to a civil fine of not more than $50,000
for each violation. For purposes of this paragraph, each day of violation shall
constitute a separate violation.
165. One commentator suggested that Congress passed the bill suspecting it to be unconstitutional. It was observed that
even those legislatorswho knew better voted for it anyway for all the reasons you
would expect. They all had more important things to do-who wants to be the
Senator from the pornography industry anyway?-and surely the conferees on
the bill could be depended upon to do the gentlemanly thing and strike the provision, or if not the conferees, the courts.
True Obscenity, Wash. Post, Apr. 21, 1988, at A22, col.
166. See supra note 164 and accompanying text.
167. See Justice O'Connor Allows Government to Begin Enforcing New Law, Assoc.
Press, Aug. 31, 1988 (NEXIS, Keyword "dial-a-porn").
168. Id.
169. In January 1989, the Supreme Court was presented with the following questions
for review:
(I) Does 47 U.S.C. § 223(b) create a national standard of obscenity, contrary to Miller v. California, by permitting prosecution in any U.S. jurisdiction
for dissemination of recorded messages in Los Angeles? (2) Does § 223(b) violate the first amendment in permitting the FCC to levy fines on basis of administrative determination of obscenity not founded upon contemporary community
standards? (3) Did the court below improperly rewrite § 223(b) by severing
phrase "or indecent" therefrom [(4)] May Congress constitutionally prohibit indecent as well as obscene interstate commercial telephone messages?
Sable Communications v. FCC, 692 F. Supp. 1208 (D.C. Cal. 1988), prob. juris. noted, 109 S.
Ct. 780 (1989). The Supreme Court heard arguments on April 19, 1989. As of this writing, its
opinion has not been released.
170. See supra notes 91-154 and accompanying text.
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Fully aware of first amendment opposition to the amendment, Congress responded to public sentiment and disconnected the service
that placed pornography a touchtone away from this nation's children. One legislator, commenting on the ban and its potential collision with the first amendment, candidly stated: "Nobody really
knows what the outlook is constitutionally . .

.

. People want it

banned. Let the Supreme Court rule on constitutionality. Congress'
role is to adopt public policy that measures the will of the people."'
Congress drew the necessary line despite the potential constitutional
ramifications.
Although appearances suggest otherwise, Congress did provide
a constitutional basis for the legislation.17 2 The need for the ban was
based upon the perceived ineffectiveness of existing law.17 Consequently, Congress believed that the ban was the only realistic measure to effectively control open dissemination of sexually explicit
messages.17 4 Senator Helms defended his bill against constitutional
attack by presenting the amendment as consistent with the intent of
the Constitution and dismissed first amendment challenges as misinterpretations of free speech protections. 17 Believing FCC v. Pacifica
Foundation 7 1 to be controlling precedent in the area of indecent
telephone message regulation, the legislature proscribed both obscene 77 and indecent telephone messages. Basing the amendment's
constitutionality on such a tenuous foundation, however, places its
preservation in serious jeopardy.
2.

Immediate Judicial Response to the Ban on Dial-a-

171. True Obscenity, Wash. Post, Apr. 21, 1988, at A22 (comments of Representative
William Dannemeyer).
172. 133 CONG. REC. S16,796-99 (daily ed. Dec. 1, 1987) (statement of Senator Helms;
memorandum of law).
173. Id. at 16,796-97. Senator Helms further noted that "[t]he FCC has demonstrated
its inability to issue working regulations that will protect children." Id.
174. Id.
175. Id. at 16,795. Defending the amendment's constitutionality, Senator Helms stated:
I do not think it takes a great deal of wisdom to see that lawyers and Federal judges have made a shambles of the traditional laws in our country banning
obscene and indecent material . . . . I just cannot believe that the authors of
our Constitution ever intended to protect garbage like this.
Id.
176. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
177. In support of obscene message regulation, a congressional memorandum of law distinguished Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969), by noting: "The Supreme Court has made
it clear that the 'mere private possession of obscene material in the home' cannot be made a
crime . . . .However, there is no correlative right to purchase obscenity in the marketplace or
to have it distributed to your house through channels of public commerce." 133 CONG. REc.
S16,797 (daily ed. Dec. 1, 1987) (citing United States v. 12 200 Ft. Reels, 413 U.S. 123
(1973)).
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Porn.-Section 223(b)'s survival, as amended by the Telephone Decency Act, appears tenuous at best due to the immediacy with which
the provision was enjoined. District courts in both the Second and
Ninth Circuits granted preliminary injunctions regarding dissemination of indecent messages.1"8 At the very least, these holdings suggest
judicial unwillingness to ban indecent telephone speech in the wake
of confusing precedent in the federal arena. Justice O'Connor confirmed this reluctance by staying these injunctions. 179 Because final
judgment on the statute's constitutionality is currently pending,1 80 it
is helpful to examine the injunction cases, which may foreshadow the
fate of the statute.
In Roe v. Meese,181 the court granted a preliminary injunction
of section 223(b) as applied to indecent speech.18 The court relied
primarily upon the reasoning of Carlin lip8-sand rejected the argument that FCC v. Pacifica Foundation"" justifies indecent dial-aporn message regulation. 185 The court in Roe reasoned that because
the Court of Appeals in Carlin III refused to "indirectly burden"
adult access to indecent speech under the previous section 223(b)
regulations, it is unlikely that a court would allow adult access to be
totally prevented under the current provision. 186 Similarly, the court
in Sable Communications v. FCC,187 held that the present "flat-out
ban of indecent speech is contrary to the First Amendment.' 8 8
Since neither court found dial-a-porn sufficiently analogous to the
situation in Pacifica, enforcement against indecent telephone
messages was suspended.
Both courts, however, permitted enforcement under the obscenity portion of the statute even though the regulation exceeds the parameters of the decision in Carlin 111.189 Despite the extension of the
telephone obscenity ban to adults, the courts held that obscenity prohibition would most likely be enforceable because "obscene speech is
178. Sable Communications v. FCC, 692 F. Supp. 1208 (D.C. Cal. 1988) prob. juris.
noted 109 S. Ct. 780 (1989); Roe v. Meese, 689 F. Supp. 344 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).
179. See supra note 167 and accompanying text.
180. See supra note 169.
181. Roe, 689 F. Supp. at 344.
182. Id.
183. See supra notes 131-53 and accompanying text.
184. See supra notes 50-55 and accompanying text.
185. Roe, 689 F. Supp. at 346.
186. Id. at 347.
187. Sable Communications v. FCC, 692 F. Supp. 1208 (C.D. Cal. 1988) prob. juris.
noted 109 S. Ct. 780 (1989).
188. Id.at 1209.
189. In Carlin III the court did not decide the constitutionality of prohibiting obscene
message dissemination to consenting adults. See supra notes 131-53 and accompanying text.
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unprotected by the First Amendment"1 9 and privacy rights that
protect obscene materials do not apply when these materials are introduced into interstate commerce.1"9' Although these cases are not
binding precedent in the dial-a-porn context, particularly because of
their preliminary nature, Justice O'Connor's order affords substantial weight to their reasoning.
3. Potential Effects of a Supreme Court Decision.-The Supreme Court is scheduled to hear the case of Sable Communications

v. FCC. 92 Undoubtedly, the Supreme Court's decision in Sable will
result in much-needed uniformity in the area of constitutional tele-

phonic media regulation. Because dial-a-porn callers affirmatively
take it upon themselves to access the message service, it is unlikely
that the Court will find this situation analogous to radio broadcast-

ing.' 93 Therefore, it appears that section 223(b), as amended by the
Telephone Decency Act, will not pass constitutional muster if applied to indecent speech. 94 It is questionable whether the prohibition
of obscene messages disseminated to adults will be constitutionally
permissible. 195 However, obscene material directed at children will

probably remain restricted. If the Supreme Court's decision conforms to this predicted course, it will clarify disputed law on the
dial-a-porn conflict but may not adequately prevent child access.
More specifically, if the Court follows the approach applied in the
Carlin cases,

98

the Court's decision may restore dial-a-porn regula-

tion to the previous mandates of section 223(b). 9 7 While this previous provision was considerate of the first amendment and did achieve
minimal enforcement, 98 such nominal activity may not sufficiently
insulate children from the detrimental psychological effects of expo-

sure to adult messages.1 99
190. Sable, 692 F. Supp. at 1209.
191. Roe v. Meese, 689 F. Supp. 344, 348 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).
192. See supra note 169.
193. See Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837 F.2d 546, 560 (2d Cir. 1988), cert.
denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988).
194. In Carlin III, see supra notes 131-53 and accompanying text and the subsequent
injunction cases, notes 177-89 and accompanying text, the courts did not consider the holding
of Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 476 (1968), see supra note 87-90 and accompanying text,
when considering indecent speech regulation. If the United States Supreme Court does consider Ginsberg, however, the Court may conclude that indecent speech regulation is necessary
and justified as it pertains to minors.
195. See supra notes 73-76 and accompanying text.
196. See supra notes 100-54 and accompanying text.
197. See supra notes 96, 129.
198. See supra notes 157-58.
199. The precise correlative effect of pornography upon children is difficult to determine
due to ethical considerations associated with control group experimentation on minors. See
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(a). A Possible Loophole for Dial-a-Porn Providers.-If
the Supreme Court holds that dial-a-porn regulation must be limited
to obscenity, dial-a-porn providers may continue to disseminate obscene messages. Because there is no uniform handbook identifying
which words or phrases are obscene, 0 0 message services that believe
their messages to be indecent, but not obscene, may continue to
transmit messages.20 1 Thus, message services may actually take the
risk of being challenged rather than the initiative of determining
whether each message is, in fact, obscene. This possibility is even
more disturbing after considering that child access to indecent
messages may not be restricted. Children, like adults, might easily
gain access to an obscene message that the message provider has
masqueraded as indecent.
(b). Enforcement Problems.-Limiting dial-a-porn regulation to obscenity would create significant enforcement problems.
Similarly, if indecent speech directed at children is regulated, difficulties in enforcement will result. To appreciate the difficulties in
implementing dial-a-porn regulations, one must consider the enormous volume of calls handled by these message services. 2 If 50,000
calls are made per hour to a single service line,210 the possibility of
effectively screening each of these messages is remote. Even if a
stringent ban is imposed on obscene material, only a small percentage of obscene calls would be detected and effectively prosecuted if
indecent messages enjoy first amendment protection. 4
COMMISSION, supra note 3, at 185. Even in the midst of inconclusive empirical data, it is well
recognized that "the availability of information regarding developmental age vulnerabilities of
children [indicates] that those in the early adolescent age group might be most susceptible and
the least capable of marfaging social and psychological dilemmas produced by exposure to
pornography." Id. at 186. See generally DURFEE, A CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE ON
CONCEPTUALIZE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF PORNOGRAPHY ON CHILDREN (1986).

200. The inherent subjectivity of an obscenity analysis is perhaps best illustrated by Justice Stewart's well-known observation:
I have reached the conclusion

. . .

that under the First and Fourteenth

Amendments criminal laws in this area are constitutionally limited to hard-core
pornography. I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I
understand to be embraced within that shorthand description; and perhaps I
could never succeed in intelligibly doing so. But I know it when I see it ....
Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964) (Stewart, J., concurring).
201. One commentator suggested that prohibiting only obscene material would "give
dial-a-porn providers who do not feel that their conversations and/or messages are legally
obscene the option of not complying with the regulatory requirements, but offering as a defense to prosecution the fact that their material is not obscene." Reimer, supra note 156, at
28.
202. See supra note 19 and accompanying text.
203. See supra note 25 and accompanying text.
204. The head of the FCC's Common Carrier Bureau recently expressed confidence in
the FCC's enforcement power. After fining a message service $50,000 on November 7, 1988
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Furthermore, dial-a-porn services may be willing to take calculated risks regarding message content because of the unsuccessful
history of obscenity law enforcement."' The Attorney General's latest report on pornography stated that, with regard to obscenity, "it
remains a safe conclusion that enforcement of federal law has been
minimal."2 0 Although the FCC has successfully fined message services for disseminating obscene material,"' there may be great difficulty in conducting the same extensive investigation of every message service and each message disseminated. 8 As a result of the
FCC's substandard obscenity enforcement record, coupled with diala-porn's escalating message dissemination rate, case by case and
message by message obscenity determination may be impossible.

Thus, even if a uniform obscenity restriction is upheld, dial-a-porn
messages may continue to reach out and touch child callers without
repercussion.2 0 9
IV.

A Reasonable Alternative

Although previous dial-a-porn regulation attempts have been
virtually futile, the innocence of our nation's youth should not be
sacrificed as a necessary result of first amendment protection. The
first amendment guards the rights of message providers and adults;
the minds and welfare of children must be similarly safeguarded. If
the present ban on dial-a-porn fails, there will be no safeguards in
operation to temper the open dissemination of sexually explicit
messages to children. Thus, legislators and administrators must join
for disseminating obscene messages without restriction, the Commissioner stated that the fine
"shows that there will be a high price attached to failure to obey the law scrupulously
in this
important area . . . . This sends a signal there are some teeth in the law." 'Dial-a-Porn'
Company to Pay a $50,000 Fine, N.Y. Times, Nov. 7, 1988, § A, at 21, col. 1-2 (daily ed.).
205. See COMMISSION, supra note 3, at 366-75.
206. Id. at 373.
207. See supra notes 157-58, 201.
208. In order to successfully fine one service, the Commission monitored the operation
for four months and recorded each message. In re Audio Enters., No. ENF-88-04 (F.C.C. 88159, July 6, 1988) (WESTLAW, FCOM-FCC database).
209. In the event that the government may only constitutionally regulate obscenity, enforcement attempts may be ineffective. Responding to limitations on effective administrative
enforcement, telephone companies have taken it upon themselves to terminate the services. See
Carlin Communications, Inc. v. Mountain States Tel. and Tel. Co., 827 F.2d 1291 (9th Cir.
1987). Holding that a telephone company is more akin to a private company than an arm of
government, some courts have concluded that phone companies may refuse to carry dial-a-porn
services in the interests of the company. Id.
In light of the success of restrictive action by various phone companies, one observer has
suggested that "the best bet is for concerned groups of individuals to keep pressuring phone
companies and for the government to reread the first amendment-'Congress shall make no
law'-and keep its clumsy mitts away from the entire situation." Knowing It When You Hear
It, L.A. Daily J., May 5, 1988, at 4, col. 2.
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in a concerted effort to promulgate access restrictions that are both
constitutional and effective.
There may be a practical remedy for the existing dial-a-porn
conflict. An alternative approach would designate dial-a-porn as a
subscription service, available to any adult patron by request.2"'

Ironically, Congress rejected this approach when it adopted its politically motivated provision to completely ban the services."1 ' As it becomes increasingly evident that extreme positions will not emerge

victorious in this controversy, the practical and realistic subscription
response may be the only measure to effectively protect both children
and speech.
A subscription alternative would require that adult message services operate under a prefix separate from other dial-it services.2"
The adult message prefix would be automatically blocked to all telephones and unblocked only upon written notice from an adult patron
that dial-a-porn access is requested. 2 11 Several states have recently
adopted the subscription system to regulate intrastate dial-a-porn
communications. 2 ' Generally, the separate prefix attaches to any
service with potentially "harmful" effects. 1 5 Similar to cable television, dial-a-porn services are available to those who expressly request
access; however, the service is not automatically imposed upon those
who find the services unnecessary and undesirable.
A.

Subscription Access: An Effective Method of Child Protection

Dial-a-porn adversaries would, ideally, find child welfare secured if a total ban on the industry were implemented. In light of

first amendment restraints on regulation, however, a compromise
210. This proposal was legislatively considered as a substitute for the constitutionally
tenuous dial-a-porn ban. The provision would limit dial-a-porn service to adults who subscribe
through their local telephone companies. House Votes to Ban Dial-a-Porn Services, L.A.
Times, Apr. 20, 1988, § I , at 2, col. 3.
211. Congressional advocates of the ban argued that the alternative "would not prevent
children from gaining access to dial-a-porn services, either by using credit cards, which circumvent phone company billing systems, or by dialing from a subscriber's phone." Vickery,
Proprietary to United Press Int'l, Apr. 20, 1988 (NEXIS, Keyword Dial-a-Porn).
212. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission recently adopted a similar system for
its intrastate lines. Pennsylvania P.U.C. v. Bell Tel. Co., No. R-880970 (Pa. P.U.C. May 26,
1988) (LEXIS, States library, Pa. PUC file). Pennsylvania's adult message services now operate under a 556 prefix, while other dial-it services continue to utilize a 976 prefix. Id.
213. Pennsylvania unblocks dial-a-porn lines free of charge. Id.
214. See, e.g., supra notes 209-10.
215. A recent California bill requires callers to "subscribe to telephone information services considered harmful." Dial-a-Porn Bill Passes Senate, Proprietary to United Press Int'l,
Aug. 5, 1988 (NEXIS, Keyword Dial-a-Porn). Similarly, Pennsylvania requires a separate
prefix for "all live programs; adult-sexually explicit, lewd, any program with a history of or
potential for an unacceptable level of uncollectibles." Bell, No. R-880970, slip op. at 1.
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measure requiring adults to subscribe to dial-a-porn may be the most
realistic and effective means of shielding children from telephone
pornography. 1 Dial-a-porn services will remain in existence, but
their accessibility to children will sharply diminish.
Some critics oppose a subscription system claiming that children
will still have access by credit card or through unblocked lines;"'7
however, blocking dial-a-porn automatically to every line will substantially decrease child access since fewer phones will be connected
to the service. If there has been no affirmative subscription to an
adult line, parents finally may be certain that their children cannot
access telephone pornography from their homes. Similarly, children
will be unable to reach the service from a pay phone. 18 The subscription method, implemented at a federal level and coupled with
similar state restrictions and phone company regulations, will provide a significant safeguard against child access.
Beyond these protections, it may properly be the parents' duty
to prevent their children from obtaining credit card numbers and
falsely accessing a message. Similarly, it is the province of parents to
prevent their children from circumventing governmental protections
and calling from an unblocked line. The government certainly cannot
be expected to police the morals of a child. Just as the government
cannot and should not be responsible for preventing a child from
viewing a neighbor's pornographic magazines or adult cable programming, the government should not be expected to anticipate the
behavior of defiant children who call adult message lines from unblocked telephones. Precluding an individual from subscribing to
dial-a-porn merely because a neighboring child cannot be trusted in
the presence of an unblocked telephone would be an unacceptable
intrusion. Instead, the line must be drawn and parents must assume
some responsibility. 9
216. The subscription method will certainly provide the best form of protection at the
present time. Technology is progressing rapidly in the communication field. Therefore, a more
effective restrictive device may be forthcoming. See Carlin Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 837
F.2d 546, 556-57 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109 S. Ct. 305 (1988) (the court would reopen
hearings if new technology emerged).
217. See supra note 208.
218. It is unlikely that public phones will be connected with dial-a-porn services. Although it may be argued that adult access to dial-a-porn would be limited, the situation is
essentially no different from that of televisions in public places that do not provide cable television for the public.
219. In support of this proposition, one observer noted: "It is a touchy problem. No one
wants 13 year-old children becoming involved with sick sex over the telephone. Some protection is needed but let's not overreact to the point of impinging on the other people's right to
live as they wish .
Dialing a Wrong Number, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Apr. 24, 1987, at
-

col. _.
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B. Subscription Access: Constitutional Considerations
Instituting a subscription access system may be the least restrictive way to effectively regulate dissemination of sexually explicit
messages to children.22 Adult message services would be able to disseminate their messages to all adult callers who desire access. Diala-porn services would be free to communicate indecent messages because child access will have been sufficiently controlled.22 1 Consequently, no adult would be precluded from access to constitutionally
222
protected speech merely because such material is unfit for a child.
There may be some concern over requiring subscribers to actively apply for access in writing. Courts that have considered the
constitutionality of forcing dial-a-porn patrons to disclose their identities, however, have not found this requirement unconstitutional.22 3
Subscription opponents may further argue that this requirement
would discourage random callers from gaining access to the service
and, subsequently, force dial-a-porn services out of business. Although unfortunate, this result is not unconstitutional. Undoubtedly,
there are individuals who will watch a cable program if it is available but who will not spend the time or money to subscribe to the
service. It is not unconstitutional that the non-subscriber cannot view
cable television. Furthermore, subscription status has not forced
cable services out of business. Cable television has proven itself to be
a valued service that individuals actively seek out. Therefore, if diala-porn generates substantial public demand, patrons will put forth
minimal effort and unblock their telephone lines, which will allow
the dial-a-porn industry to thrive.
V.

Conclusion

Often, advancements in modern technology are accompanied by
undesirable side effects. The responsible operation of telephone mes220. See Fabulous Assoc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm'n, 693 F. Supp. 332, 339
(E.D. Pa. 1988) (court rejected Pennsylvania statute requiring access codes and suggested that
the present P.U.C. subscription requirement was much less restrictive).
221. A subscription system, therefore, would move farther away from the situation in
Pacifica and "no reason [would exist] to regulate dial-a-porn as if it were an intrusive, uncontrollable communications medium." Comment, Telephones, Sex and the First Amendment, 33
UCLA L. REV. 1221, 1245 (1986). See generally Cruz v. Ferre, 755 F.2d 1415 (1lth Cir.
1985).
222. See supra notes 73-76 and accompanying text.
223. See supra notes 137-38 and accompanying text. See also Pennsylvania PUC v. Bell
Co., No. R-880970 (Pa. P.U.C. May 26, 1988) (LEXIS, States Library, Pa. PUC file) ("suffice it to say that we do not believe that the minor inconveniences suffered, by some, in
processing a written request for access to the 556 exchange, is an unconstitutional abridgment
of that right").
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sage services requires that protective measures be taken when minors
are threatened. These measures are particularly important in light of
the numerous reported cases of children gaining access to sexually
explicit messages via dial-a-porn services. Legislators, parents, and
concerned citizens are outraged over the damaging effect sexual
messages have on children who are too young to understand the seriousness of imitating what they hear.
However, in the wake of failed regulation attempts, it is all too
obvious that protecting children is problematic due to the first
amendment right to free speech. This difficulty primarily results
from confusion over obscenity and indecency law in the federal
arena. Recently, Congress, perhaps out of desperation, instituted a
complete ban on all dial-a-porn messages. Although the measure is
certain to terminate future incidents of child exposure to telephone
pornography, the ban is inconsistent with recent first amendment interpretations and, most likely, will be struck down.
Perhaps the only viable alternative, which protects fragile, impressionable children and safeguards constitutionally protected
speech, lies in transforming the presently accessible dial-a-porn industry into a subscription system, blocked to those who do not actively request the service. As a result, children would no longer have
pornography at their fingertips unless their parents authorized access
to, or ineffectively prohibited the use of, the service. The possibility
of children circumventing such a restriction is no greater than the
likelihood of a child reading an adult's pornographic magazine or
viewing an X-rated videotape inadvertently left in the VCR. A subscription system, in conjunction with parental discipline and supervision, would effectively remedy unacceptable problems associated
with child access. It would certainly be a significant and constitutional beginning.
Ellen Marie Torregrossa

